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About an energy functioning by fusion, independently

Abstract
1

Fani Melfou MD,
Christos Lambrianidis2 Mbiol,
Philip C. Grammaticos1 MD, PhD

An innovative biological energy has been observed related to the eye sight and fusing with another energy
over tap water through a small metallic chain. The fused energy has been repeatedly described under standard conditions and it is characteristics vary according to the condition of the eye sight and the water content. This energy may be called: “EFI” (energy functioning, by fusion, independently).
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t has been observed and repeatedly studied, during the last two years that under the
immediate in uence of the sight of our eyes, a static energy is transmitted on a small
metallic chain of about 1,5mm wide having an ending heavier part of 1x0,4cm. This
energy when hanging over tap water is transformed into another energy which can move the above metallic chain. This chain is of a white color probably of silver and it is hold
by the three ngers of our hand (Figure 1).
The above condition was standardized as follows: The best length of the chain in order
to induce the above movements is 20cm and its lower end was placed about 4cm above
the surface of tap water. Tap water is in a cyclic container with 21cm diameter, containing
water in a depth of 4cm. When the length of the chain was 10cm, 15cm or 25cm the test
was less eﬀective. The repeatability was secured by signs placed under the water container and at the side of it (Figure 1).
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Figures 1,2. The metallic chain remains at rst steady over the water and then moves in a cyclic manner, progressively
faster.

After trying to keep the above conditions steady, we observed the following:
a) When a female was holding the chain the movement of the chain was clockwise,
while in a male it was anti-clockwise.
b) At rst the chain remains steady and trembling for about 15-20sec and then starts
moving fast (Figures 1, 2).
c) By closing both eyes of the person doing the test these cyclic movements of the chain
stops. By closing one eye, the movements diminish. If the eye we close is defected, by clo-
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sing this eye the movement is hardly in uenced. Occasional
thoughts during the test immediately diminish the movements of the chain.
d) When the chain is placed above dead, dry, leaves, it remains always steady (unmovable) (Figure 3).

f ) When the chain is placed above freshly taken fat leaves (of
3mm), white greenish in color (poor in chlorophyll) it has an
anti-clockwise movement no matter if the chain is hold by a
male or a female (Figure 5).

Discussion

Figure 3. No movement over dry leaves.

e) When the chain is placed above living green leaves, just taken from their plant within 30sec, it runs a clockwise movement no matter if the chain is hold by a male or a female (Figure 4).

There is no doubt that by fusing two diﬀerent static energies, one from our eyes through the chain and the other
from the water we have an active energy which may take
many forms and has many characteristics. There is also no
doubt that the above tests as presented above must be
repeated by others and also under diﬀerent conditions.
Since water is a major constituent of life, experiments to
indicate normal function and disease by the above test are
welcome. It is obvious that this energy is of no harm to men [1].
Long ago, Henrique Rodriguez and other researchers have expressed views and performed experiments on plants
and bacteria showing that plants and especially their leaves
emit a kind of an unidenti ed energy which they were able
to photograph. Similar ndings in bacteria [2, 3]. Our observations indicate that there is an energy very widely distributed in plants, in men and in nature, produced after fusion
and functioning independently (no electricity, petrol etc is
required). We thus call this energy: “Energy Functioning Independently-EFI” from the name of the lady that rst noticed it: Fani-E -Melphou.
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Figures 4 and 5. Under the same standard conditions, Figure 4 shows intense movement of the chain over green living leaves and Figure 5 shows very little movement over white greenish fat leaves (Fotos were taken at diﬀerent angles. The movement in Figure 4 was clockwise and in Figure 5 anti-clockwise).
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A golden knot-Hercules knot. In the Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki. Hercules according to Isiodos, 7th century b.C, was considered the father of Macedonians.
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